Reactive scattering of O atoms with I2 molecules has been studied at an initial translational energy E 43 kJ tool-1 using cross-correlation time-of-flight analysis with resolutioln improved over previous measurements. The broad centre-of-mass differential cross section favours the backward hemisphere with a product translational energy distribution lying above the distribution observed at lower initial translational energy but below the microcannonical RRHO distribution. However, a minor component with very low product translational energy favours the forward hemisphere. The observed scattering is attributed to a strongly bent OII triplet complex intermediate with a lifetime shorter than the period of overall rotation of the axis of the heavy II diatomic but long compared with the period of vibrational and rotational motion of the light O atom.
INTRODUCTION
The reactive scattering of a light atom with a heavy diatomic has recently attracted considerable interest due to the propensity for migratory dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] in such reactions and the possibility of significant correlation effects being observed between the final angular momenta. 5 In the preceding paper 6 
RESULTS
The laboratory angular distribution of OI number density shown in Figure 1 and the laboratory velocity distributions of OI flux shown in Figure 2 reveal features in the region close to the laboratory centroid which were poorly resolved in the previous measurements. The transformation of these laboratory data to centre-of-mass coordinates employed the stochastic method of Entemann 11 with the differential reaction cross section expressed as a sum of two components each consisting of a product of an angular function T(O) and a velocity distribution Ui(u) I(O,u) Figure 1 and broken curves in Figure 2 . 
